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About This Game

Light of Mine is one of the scariest experiences you will have in VR this Halloween. Explore an ancient temple where innocent
looking statues come to life, but only when your back is turned.

Use your candle in the darkened temple to find your way and outwit the horrors within. You will spend the rest of your day
looking over your shoulder when the headset comes off.

Light of Mine is made by adults on the autism spectrum at nonPareil Studios. We are a studio that provides better futures for
adults with autism, providing training in game development, programming, art and design. #PoweredbyAutism
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Title: Light of Mine
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
nonPareil Studios
Publisher:
nonPareil Institute
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 - 64 bit

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 / AMD equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: VR Headset required, 2x USB 3.0 ports. Optimized for HTC Vive

English
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very short game. nice vibe but not worth the asking price, I was disapointed when it was over and asking myself "is this all there
is?" and unfortunatly, it was. I will recommend it, but only because it's a nice game, just really short...did I mention it was
short?. For a dolar it's a pretty fun game. However I could not finish it because no matter what angle I took to get the purple
flame, my candle would not pick it up.. 2\/10
Couldn't figure out what I was supposed to be doing and nobody told me. Poor graphics and framerate also compound what is a
confusing and frustrating experience.
DEVS - include a tutorial level.. A series of short mazes with totally nonthreatening 'weeping angels' type enemies. It is very
good that they are nonthreatening, because otherwise it would probably just be very frustrating. The flashlight simply does not
work, it puts some distracting\/nauseating curves on the ground at your feet but does not actually illuminate the environment at
all. Very short (<20 minutes).

Terrible performance, never makes 90fps with my 980ti, i7, 16GB RAM. I would call out the minimum\/recommended specs
being totally wrong, but most likely simply nothing could actually run this. Also most likely it could be fairly easily fixed, if the
devs weren't MIA.

This is one of the few VR games to genuinely make me sick, playing it the first time with motion smoothing turned on. I had to
turn off smoothing and just suffer with the terrible FPS to get through it, and there wasn't anything exceptional to make it worth
the trouble. Do not buy, even at a dollar or less. Do not play if\/when it goes free, unless they fix it.
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